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Reviewer’s report:

Major Compulsory Revision
1. Comparison between DS and IS is debatable because are different pathologies as stated in the discussion.
2. The instability caused by the disc is mainly because of the disc space height rather than the vacuum phenomenon. I think this issue should be addressed in more detail.
3. Background: Last paragraph. Hypothesis: To compare whether PLF rate is reduced in anterior Vacuum disc it should be compared vs PLF rate without vacuum or with PLF + IBF (interbody fusion)

Discretionary Revisions:
1. Results: The incidence of the vacuum phenomenon was significantly higher in the IS group (P<0.001): Not clear to me. according to the inclusion criteria all patients were with vacuum phenomenon.
2. Clinical Results: The success rate was higher in the cage group, but without a significant difference (75.0% vs. 59.1% p=0.164). Not clear. According to Inclusion Criteria and methods no patients underwent cage.
3. Discussion: however, controversy regarding instrumentation and noninstrumentation still exists.[19]: I think that this is correct for the 2004, but in 2014 it is clearly demonstrated in several trials (ex. SPORT) that instrumented fusion is better.
4. Discussion: Second paragraph. ref 21-23: How these studies evaluated fusion? If in these studies fusion was evaluated by CT, may be the fusion rates are higher.
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